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[1] Recent work has shown that Full Waveform Inversion
could be suitable to extract physical properties such as
sound speed (c), density (), temperature (T), and salinity
(S) from the weak impedance contrasts associated with the
ocean’s thermohaline ﬁne structure.The seismic inversion
approaches proposed so far are based on the iterative inversion of c from multichannel seismic data, while the rest
of parameters (T, S, and ) are determined in a second
step using two equations of state and a local T-S empirical
relationship. In this work, we present an alternative to this
approach. Using 1-D synthetic seismic data, we demonstrate that the direct full waveform inversion of T and S
using adjoint methods is feasible without the use of any
local T-S relationship and that the models of physical properties obtained with this approach are far more accurate
than those inferred from c. Citation: Bornstein, G., B. Biescas,
V. Sallarès, and J. F. Mojica (2013), Direct temperature and
salinity acoustic full waveform inversion, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40,
4344–4348, doi:10.1002/grl.50844.

1. Introduction
[2] Seismic oceanography is an acoustic method used to
explore the thermohaline structure of the ocean’s interior
using multichannel seismic (MCS) systems [Holbrook et al.,
2003]. The amplitudes of the reﬂections at the horizons of
the ocean’s thermohaline ﬁne structure depend on the acoustic impedance contrasts across these horizons, which are
in turn a function of sound speed (c) and density () contrasts. Therefore, MCS data contains implicit information on
the temperature (T) and salinity (S) structure. According to
the Rayleigh principle, the potential vertical resolution of
seismic data is  /4 (where  is the wavelength that corresponds to the peak frequency of the seismic source), being
between 1 and 10 m for conventional MCS systems. The
theoretical lateral resolution, deﬁned by the size of the ﬁrst
Fresnel zone, is between 10 and 100 m, depending on the
frequency content of the seismic source used and the depth
of the target, greatly improving the horizontal resolutions
compared with more traditional oceanographic techniques.
[3] Until now, applications of inversion methodologies
to oceanographic seismic data have centered on retrieving
1-D sound speed models from stacked MCS traces, using
either local optimization methods such as full waveform
inversion [Wood et al., 2008; Kormann et al., 2011] or
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processing-based approaches [Papenberg et al., 2010], since
it is the parameter with the strongest inﬂuence on the acoustic reﬂectivity [Ruddick et al., 2009; Sallarès et al., 2009]. In
order to obtain the T and S models from a single c model, two
additional equations are required: (i) an equation relating c
with T, S, and depth (z), e.g., Millero et al. [1980]; and (ii)
an empirical T-S relationship, which can be obtained from
local or regional oceanographic data. Since a single T-S relationship should be used for all the seismic section, covering
different mesoscale structures, this step can be a source of
signiﬁcant errors in this inversion approach.
[4] In this work, we propose and present a new full waveform inversion (FWI) approach, which resolves directly both
T and S from a 1-D synthetic seismic trace without the
need of a T-S relationship. FWI was originally proposed to
extract information on the ground elastic properties from
the complete seismic waveﬁeld [Lailly, 1983; Tarantola,
1984] and is commonly formulated as a local optimization
problem where the gradient of the inverted parameters is
calculated based on adjoint techniques. We show that it is
possible to implement sensitivity kernels allowing for the
direct inversion of T and S, as they appear implicitly in
the acoustic wave equation. In a second step, c and  can
be retrieved through the equations of state, so the main
oceanographic scalar physical parameters can be determined
without additional approximations.

2. Method
[5] We have implemented a time domain, multiscale, 1-D
acoustic FWI algorithm with a gradient-based optimization
scheme that solves for c, , T, and S. The sensitivity kernels
of those parameters are calculated via the adjoint method,
and we use the iterative nonlinear conjugate gradients
(NL-CG) search method to minimize a misﬁt function.
[6] In order to explore the methodological limits of this
method, we test the approach with synthetic data generated with a 1-D, time domain, ﬁnite-difference solver of the
acoustic wave equation [Kormann et al., 2010] applied on
a model of the physical parameters to be recovered (target
model). This means that the problems that are present in real
seismic data inversion such as signal-to-noise ratio, source
wavelet identiﬁcation, and direct wave removal are avoided,
and we can focus on the performance of the inversion and
compare it with previously proposed schemes. The target
models are obtained from real conductivity-temperaturedepth (CTD) casts, and a low-pass ﬁlter is used to create the
initial models.
[7] The nonhomogeneous acoustic wave equation is
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where fs (z, t) is the acoustic source, which speciﬁes the shape
and time evolution of the source, K is the bulk modulus
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Figure 1. Semilogarithmic plot of the misﬁt convergence of each variable for the different strategies: T strategy
(RMS = 0.1ı C for T), TS strategy (RMS = 0.05ı C for T, RMS = 0, 02 for S, and RMS = 0.2 m/s for c), S strategy (RMS = 0.4
for S), Sc strategy (RMS = 0.1 for S and RMS = 0.4 m/s for c), and c strategy (RMS = 0.3 m/s for c).
(K = c2 ), and u(z, t) is the pressure signal or seismic trace.
To simulate the data with the acoustic solver, we locate the
source and receiver both at 20 m depth. The source wavelet
chosen is a Ricker wavelet with peak frequency of 75 Hz,
which mimics the signal that is produced in the MCS experiments. It must be noted that having an accurate estimation
of the source wavelet is key for a successful FWI. There are
different approaches to determine and reﬁne the wavelet
based on processing, modeling, or even FWI [Pratt, 1999;
Shin et al., 2007], but this issue is beyond the scope
of this work and we assume that the source wavelet
is known.
[8] The misﬁt (M) is the difference between the reference seismic trace (u0 ) and the one computed with the
initial (or updated) model at the receiver location (u(m)).
We use the Euclidean norm or least squares criterion
as misﬁt
N

M(u0 , u; m) =

2
1 X i
u (m) – ui0
2 i

(2)

where u0 and u(m) are the real and modeled seismic
data, respectively, m is the parameter model, and N is
the number of discrete temporal sample points of the
seismic traces.
[9] The adjoint method is a mathematical tool used to
compute the gradient (or Fréchet sensitivity kernel) of the
misﬁt function with respect to any physical parameter in
the direction ım [Tarantola, 1984; Fichtner et al., 2006;
Fichtner, 2011]:
Z

kernelm ım d3 x

rm Mım =

(3)

where the spatial integral is over the location of the
receivers. Commonly, the kernels are derived for the parameters that appear explicitly in the acoustic equation (K and
) [Tarantola, 1984; Fichtner et al., 2006; Kormann et al.,
2011], but it is also possible to compute the kernels for other
parameters functionally related to K and , such as c, T, and
S. Following Fichtner et al. [2006], the kernels that we will
use for the analysis are
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where the brackets mean a temporal integral over the measurement time interval. corresponds to the adjoint waveﬁeld, which is calculated by a back propagation of the misﬁt
from the receiver to the source locations.
[10] Finally, the optimization problem searches for the
best direction and step size in order to minimize the misﬁt. We have implemented a nonlinear Conjugated Gradient
method (NL-CG) that uses the gradient previously obtained
to provide the search direction. Using a parabolic approximation around the misﬁt minimum, an optimal step size can
be calculated, complementing the search direction to ﬁnd the
minimum misﬁt.
[11] Due to the strong nonlinearity of the FWI problem,
and in order to ﬁnd the global misﬁt minimum and not a
local one, a hierarchical multiscale strategy [Bunks et al.,
1995] has been implemented. By low-pass ﬁltering, the seismic data on each iteration at the desired frequency, following
a predeﬁned frequency strategy, the nonlinearity can be
mitigated. The lowest model wave numbers (the lowest frequency in the data) are resolved, and sequentially, the model
details are increased using the solution obtained at a given
frequency as initial model for the next one.

3. Results
3.1. Full Waveform Inversion Strategies
[12] The reference T, S, c, and  models used in the inversion were acquired with a CTD during the Geophysical
Oceanography (GO) survey that took place in April-May of
2007 in the Gulf of Cádiz [Hobbs, 2009]. The initial models were generated by low-pass ﬁltering the reference model
with a cutoff frequency of 3.75 Hz, the lowest frequency
that gave optimal results after several tests. The synthetic
seismic signal, u0 , was obtained by the acoustic propagation through the CTD proﬁle and input to the FWI process.
The inversion followed this multiscale frequency strategy:
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Figure 2. Initial, real, and inverted models of (a) temperature, (b) salinity, (c) sound speed, and (d) potential density and the
corresponding RMS values of the difference between real and inverted proﬁles. (e–h) Detail of the thermohaline structure
for each parameter.
[4, 4.5, 5, 6, 8, 16, 32, 64, 75, 4] Hz, with a maximum of 15
iterations of the NL-CG scheme at each frequency step.
[13] The following combination of variables were tested
for the inversion: T, TS, Tc, S, Sc, c, , c, and T in order
to determine the best inversion performance. The comparison between inversions was analyzed in terms of the rate
of convergence of the misﬁt of the parameters inverted in
each strategy. Inverting  proved impossible, as the difference between the updated and the real model (model misﬁt)
increases at each iteration for all the cases studied, proving that the variability of the density in the ocean cannot be
retrieved by means of the FWI. Ruddick et al. [2009] and
Sallarès et al. [2009] already showed in their works that
the contribution of the density changes to the reﬂectivity in
the ocean is negligible in comparison with the rest of the
variables. Therefore, we decided to discard this variable and
study the strategies based on the other three: c, T, and S
and their combinations in pairs. The simultaneous inversion
of two variables is optimized if they have complementary
contributions to the reﬂectivity. When represented on a T-S
diagram, c is almost parallel to T, a fact that is not compatible
with our search of complementarity and lead us to discard
this combination of variables and focus on the more suitable
combinations TS and Sc.
[14] Figure 1 shows the main results of the inversion tests
and the root-mean-square (RMS) residual between the ﬁnal
inversion model and the CTD data. In all cases considered,
the TS strategy provides the best results. This strategy is
key to properly retrieve S (Figure 1b), because the S and Sc
strategies fail to minimize the model misﬁt. The c strategy
used in previous works performs similarly well to retrieve c
(Figure 1c). This could be an alternative to the TS inversion,
but it has an important weakness, which is the need of an
extra T-S relationship to estimate T and S.
[15] In terms of convergence, the TS strategy clearly provides the best results for the FWI method applied to the
ocean. This could be explained by the results presented in
Sallarès et al. [2009], in which T and S are the parame-

ters with a more equilibrated contribution to the ocean’s
reﬂectivity (80% and 20% on average, respectively), leading to a more symmetric misﬁt function which improves the
performance of the NL-CG optimization. Figure 2 shows
the comparison of the ﬁnal TS inversion and the original CTD proﬁles for the four analyzed physical properties.
Sound speed and potential density ( ) were derived apply26.4
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Figure 3. Real model and inverted models for TS strategy
and K strategy with two different neural networks (GO
and Thalassa) in a conservative temperature versus potential
density plot.
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target models, the result obtained by Kormann et al. [2011],
we propagated the solver of the acoustic wave to each trace
in order to obtain a seismic proﬁle of the line. Next, by
means of parallel computing, we inverted each trace for T
and S, obtaining two proﬁles more than 16 km long of both
parameters with a horizontal resolution of 6.25 m.
[18] In Figure 4, we present the temperature proﬁle illuminated by the seismic data. The T gradients follow precisely the seismic reﬂectors, supporting the evidence that the
ocean’s reﬂectivity is mainly determined by the T contrasts
[Ruddick et al., 2009].
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4. Conclusions
Figure 4. Temperature proﬁle illuminated by the seismic data, obtained by propagating the acoustic solver over
the temperature and salinity proﬁles calculated in Kormann
et al. [2011].
ing the equations of state to the inverted T and S. The
method resolves the vertical proﬁles with a RMS of 0.03ı C,
0.01, 0.1 m/s, and 0.01 kg/m3 for T, S, c, and  , respectively, which are twofold to threefold smaller than the RMS
obtained following the K strategy proposed by Kormann et
al. [2011] (combination of K inversion, equations of state
and local T-S) using the same data: 0.1ı C for T, 0.02 for S,
and 0.3 m/s for c.
3.2. Estimation of Potential Density
[16] Potential density is an important dynamic property of
the ocean, as it addresses the stability of the water column.
Therefore,  can establish an important difference between
inversion results, helping to determine which of them complies better with the dynamic behavior found in the ocean. It
is strongly affected by the empirical T-S relationship, or in its
absence, by the relation between the inverted T and S, since
a wrongly compensation could sum up the errors and lead
to higher error in potential density [Stommel, 1979; Rudnick
and Ferrari, 1999]. Therefore, we tested our strategies in
thermohaline intrusions, structures where conservative temperature (CT) varies along constant  lines (Figure 3). We
overlapped the CTD data with the results of the TS strategy
and the K strategy [Kormann et al., 2011], the later using two
different T-S relationships: NN-GO, trained with CTDs that
were coincident to the seismic data acquisition during the
GO cruise [Hobbs, 2009], and NN-Thal, trained with noncoincident CTDs, which belong to the Thalassa Leg2 Cruise,
that took place in the same area, but 10 years before. In terms
of potential density, this plot clearly displays the similar performance of the TS strategy and the K strategy with the very
well suited T-S:NN-GO and reveals the errors derived from
the quality of the T-S relationship. The T-S:NN-Thal shows
lower accuracy in all the potential density proﬁle, supporting the evidence that the inversion results are particularly
sensitive to the lack of an optimal T-S relationship, and thus
conﬁrming the suitability of the TS strategy.
3.3. Coincidence of Reﬂectors and Isotherms Along the
GO-LR 10 Line
[17] As a way to present some of the possibilities of
the retrieval of oceanographic parameters from MCS, we
applied the FWI scheme presented here to the GO-LR 10
line acquired during the GO survey [Hobbs, 2009]. Using as

[19] We have presented a new strategy for the direct FWI
of T and S from seismic oceanography data. The Fréchet
sensitivity kernels of both parameters are incorporated into
a FWI scheme with a local optimization strategy. The main
innovation of our work with respect to all the previous inversions is that our method directly inverts T and S from the
wave equation. An important advantage of this approach is
that local empirical relationships are not required to determine the model of physical parameters. Results prove the
ability of this new approach to invert T, S, and the rest
of related oceanographic parameters such as c or  , with
twofold to threefold better accuracy than those obtained
from the conventional inversion of c or K using the same
data. Next steps will be to implement the FWI algorithm in
2-D in order to invert data in the shot gather domain rather
than in the stacked domain, include the source inversion and
applying it to real data.
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